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Bullies, Haters & Trolls > 
Taking On The Twitter Critics

Tackling the pervasive negativity polluting so much 
social media – from Twitter to web comments – is a 
huge challenge. Even Twitter CEO Dick Costolo is 
has even told employees he’s embarrassed about 
the company’s failures and plans stronger action. 

The task is also now being tackled by sponsors (eg 
Dove’s ‘Speak Beautiful’ at The Oscars), ambushers 

(eg Coca-Cola’s ‘Go Make It Happy’ at the NFL’s Super 
Bowl) and sportswear brands (eg Adidas ‘There 
Will Be Haters’). These are three very different 

campaigns, but they share the same second screen 
tactic and the same goal: to take-on the Twitter 

trolls and web haters and to unite and inspire fans, 
supporters, consumers and brands to all become a 

collective force for positivity.
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ILLUSTRATIVE CAMPAIGNS

Dove & Twitter ‘Speak Beautiful’ > Dove teamed 
up with Twitter on Oscar’s night to address bully-
ing beauty and spiteful style tweets with a cam-
paign called #SpeakBeautiful – a self-styled ‘part-
nership for social change’.

Frequent and often anonymous criticism 
(and sometimes hatred) is one of the less desir-
able social media hallmarks and this joint Dove/
Twitter initiative aims to challenge this habit.

Dove’s idea is that it ‘only takes one positive 
tweet to start a trend’ and the spearhead spot 
supported by other campaign strands aimed to 
generate a tidal wave of Oscar-related positivity.

The campaign launched with a video that 
was posted on-line before the Oscars and also 
aired on ABC during the awards show telecast.

The TV commercial’s red carpet air time 
aimed to engage when tweets on the microblog-
ging site are at their cattiest as stars parade their 
outfits and looks.

The spot itself is based on one very disturb-
ing statistic: that in 2014 women posted more 
than 5m negative tweets about beauty and body 
image (either their own or someone else’s).

Whenever a negative tweet was posted, the 
campaign’s technology led to non-automated 
Dove responses to real women that included 
constructive and accessible advice to encourage 
more positive online language and habits.

‘Advice will come directly from social media 
and self-esteem experts who collaborate with 
Dove and Twitter to empower women to speak 
with more confidence, optimism and kindness 
about beauty online,’ said a Dove statement.

As well as advice, the campaign’s Twitter feed 
highlighted real-time Oscar-led spite statistics.

‘Ideas and opinions about body image are 
now fluidly shared every second through social 
feeds, and sometimes we do not fully realize the 
resounding impact of the words in even one post,’ 
added Dove marketing director Jennifer Bremner. 

‘The power to #SpeakBeautiful is in the hands 
of us all—we can positively change the way future 

generations express themselves online.’
The project emanates from fresh Dove self-

esteem and social media research.
Stats among the research’s key findings are:
•	 80% of women encounter negative 

comments on social media that critique 
women’s looks

•	 Women are 50% more likely to say 
something negative about themselves 
than positive on social media

•	 Only 9% of women actually admit to 
posting negative comments on Twitter

•	 82% of women surveyed feel the beauty 
standards set by social media are unre-
alistic

•	 80% of negative tweets Twitter identi-
fied about beauty and body image are 
women talking about themselves

Comment > The sentiment and objective be-
hind the campaign isn’t dissimilar from Coca-Co-
la’s aborted ‘Make It Happy’ Super Bowl initiative.

Could Dove succeed where Coke couldn’t?
Some heavy hitting, powerful web influenc-

ers such as Arianna Huffington and LeAnn Rimes 
added their support for the initiative via twitter.

Certainly some of the initial results of Dove’s 
Oscars initiative are positive.

In fact, Dove was one of the big social media 
winners of the Oscars telecast with its #Speak-
Beautiful TV spot generated 29,250 mentions – 
an impressive 91% of which were positive.

Perhaps the fact that Dove’s approach was 
far less automated and bot-led than Coca-Colas.

Yet, inevitably (and somewhat ironically), oth-
ers have challenged the premise of the campaign 
and the credentials of the brand to lead it.

Some consumers pointed out that it is per-
sonal care and beauty brands like Dove that help 
perpetuate insecurities and negative body image 
(some mentioned that Dove’s parent company 
Unilever has sold products that drive this issue 
– such as skin-lightening products), while others 
criticised it for little more than a marketing cam-
paign in disguise as a cause project.

Others simply felt uncomfortable with the 
whole thing. <

Links >

Dove USA YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/user/

doveunitedstates

 

Dove Website

http://www.dove.co.uk/en/

 

Dove Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/

DoveUKI?brand_redir=1

 

Dove Twitter

https://twitter.com/Dove

 

The Oscars Website:

http://oscar.go.com/

 

The Oscars YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/user/Oscars

 

The Oscars Google+:

https://plus.google.com/+Oscars/posts

 

The Academy Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/

TheAcademy

 

The Academy Twitter:

https://twitter.com/theacademy

@TheAcademy

 

The Academy Instagram:

https://instagram.com/theacademy/

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcagfvmZa6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcagfvmZa6o
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Coca-Cola ‘Make It Happy’ > Pepsi may be the 
official NFL soft drink sponsor, but rival Coca-
Cola used the league’s showpiece Super Bowl 
to launch a campaign encouraging Twitter us-
ers to mark negative tweets with the brand-
created #MakeItHappy hashtag triggering 
Coke to turn those words into cute art images 
using ASCII lettering code.

Led by a Super Bowl commercial and run-
ning across multiple platforms and channels, 
the campaign developed out of research show-
ing that the majority of Coke drinkers strongly 
disapprove of the toxic, hate-filled tidal wave 
that has swept across social media. 

Working with Wieden+Kennedy of Port-
land, the soft drinks behemoth designed 
#MakeItHappy not simply to sell more Coke, 
but to combat internet trolls by promoting one 
of the brand’s long-term core values – spread-
ing happiness.

The 60-second flagship spot aired during 
the second quarter of the game.

It had been teased pre-game with three 
short spots – each fronted by a campaigning 
sports star or celebrity – NASCAR’s top female 
driver Danica Patrick, Michael Sam (the first 
openly gay man to be drafted in the NFL), and 
the child actor known as Kid President (plus 
additional teen video vignettes).

The campaign’s digital social engagement 
kicked into gear after the ads aired as Coca-
Cola encouraged Twitter users to reply to 
negative tweets with the hashtag #MakeItHap-
py and then ‘witness positivity unfold as the 
original tweet is transformed into ASCII art, a 
cheerful bit of online artwork with visual hap-
piness’.

Similarly Instagram users were encour-
aged to post a photo of themselves smiling 
while making a hashtag hand sign and includ-
ing “#MakeItHappy” in the caption (selected 
images and messages were aggregated on Go-
MakeItHappy.com following the Super Bowl)

The campaign, which marked the ninth 
consecutive year Coca-Cola has advertised 
in the Siuper Bowl despite its major rival 

Pepsi holding official sponsorship status, was 
launched with an official Coca-Cola statement:

‘Many of us have seen or felt the effects of 
online negativity, and it’s a concern that only 
continues to grow within society. Advertising 
during the Big Game broadcast offers a huge 
opportunity to drive awareness around the 
topic and, more important, to encourage peo-
ple to be more positive in their online actions.’

This marked the ninth consecutive year 
Coca-Cola has had an ad in the Super Bowl, all 
of them produced by Wieden+Kennedy. This 
ad was filmed in December in Los Angeles, 
Mexico City and Shanghai.

Comment > The #MakeItHappy message 
is certainly a positive one and then campaign 
is undoubtedly well-intentioned one – not to 
mention the strategy fitting neatly with the 
brand’s values, positioning and its heritage.

But the metaphor was a little flat and the 
mechanic was certainly flawed.

Indeed, it wasn’t long before Coca-Cola 
suspended its #MakeItHappy automated so-
cial campaign after a social prank from Gawker 
lured the soft drinks behemoth into inadver-
tently tweeting several lines from Adolf Hitler’s 
‘Mein Kampf’.

But when super-blog Gawker noticed a 
Coca-Cola tweet turning the ‘Fourteen Words’ 
slogan of white nationalism into an ASCII dog.

‘Even when the text is shaped like a dog, 
it is disconcerting to see Coca-Cola urge its 
social media followers to safeguard the exis-
tence and reproduction of white racists,’ wrote 
Gawker editor Max Read.  

So to reinforce its point, Gawker created a 
Twitter bot called @MeinCoke which tweeted 
passages from Mein Kampf at Coca-Cola to 
test whether the brand would turn lines from 
Hitler’s autobiographical manifesto into art.

And it certainly did.
The outcome of this stunt test was that 

Coca-Cola then hated its art-based social cam-
paign.

Coca-Cola released the following state-
ment:

Links >

Coca-Cola ‘Go Make It Happy’ Website:

www.GoMakeItHappy.com

 

Coca-Cola ‘Go Make It Happy’ Twitter:

https://twitter.com/CocaCola

#GoMakeItHappy

 

Coca-Cola YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/user/

cocacola

 

Coca-Cola Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/

cocacolaGB

 

Coca-Cola Google+:

https://plus.google.com/+Coca-Cola/

videos

 

Coca-Cola Website:

http://www.coca-colacompany.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcagfvmZa6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcagfvmZa6o
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KxbwppPRDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsEXn5Hft4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2sD09-J3dY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjcU5fPY7BQ
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‘The #MakeItHappy message is simple:
The Internet is what we make it, and we hoped to inspire peo-

ple to make it a more positive place.
It’s unfortunate that Gawker is trying to turn this campaign 

into something that it isn’t.
Building a bot that attempts to spread hate through 

#MakeItHappy is a perfect example of the pervasive online nega-
tivity Coca-Cola wanted to address with this campaign.’

But perhaps the real learning here is that sponsors, ambush-
ers and brands off all types should beware of campaigns featuring 
automatic tweets.

Automated social mechanics are almost certain to get hi-
jacked in one form or another and resulting in some form of back-
lash. <

Adidas ‘There Will Be Haters’ > Adidas’ ongoing ‘There Will Be 
Haters’ campaign not only sees the brand push its F50 boot via a 
traditional media campaign, but also follow this through by enthu-
siastically defend its player ambassadors on Twitter showing that 
the brand is willing to do what it can to defend its ambassadors on 
social media and to put the Twitter trolls in their place.

Developed in harness with Iris London, the initiative is spear-
headed by a provocative spot featuring some of the Adidas stars 
currently facing bitter fan criticism – from pantomime villain Luis 
Suarez to Gareth Bale’s who’s own Real Madrid fans seem to have 
turned on him. 

With a blunt voice-over saying ‘They hate the way you walk. 
They hate the way you talk, They hate that you score all the goals…
and get all the girls’ and with players’

Then, as the concerned expressions morphing into smug 
smiles, the provocatively bombastic commercial moves to the sell: 
‘And they hate your shiny new boots. They hate your boots, be-
cause they wish they were in them.’

The spot, which generated traction as it received two mil-
lion views in two days, also sees the screen flooded with trolling 
hashtags like #FAIL, #FREAK and #FUGLY and Adidas is follow-
ing up on social media by responding to the inevitable anti-Adidas 
avalanche.

To one tweet claiming that Ronaldo (rival Nike’s top star) was 
a better player than Messi, the German sports giant replied with a 
picture of Messi surrounded by his four Ballon d’Or trophies and 
the simple question ‘Are you sure?’.

Another combative reply to a tweet insulting Mesut Ozil saw 
Adidas (which designs the German national kit) was a striking pho-
to of Ozil kissing the World Cup trophy along with the #therewil-
lbehaters hashtag.

Links >

Adidas Website:

http://adidas.com

 

Adidas Football Website:

http://www.adidas.com/football

 

Adidas YouTube:

http://youtube.com/adidasfootball

 

Adidas Twitter:

https://twitter.com/adidasfootball

 

Adidas Facebook:

https://facebook.com/adidasfootball

 

Adidas Tumblr:

http://adidasfootball.tumblr.com/

 

Adidas Soundcloud:

https://soundcloud.com/adidasfootball

 

Campaign Music – Apashe – Battle 

Royale (Haters Instrumental)

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/album/

bat…

https://soundcloud.com/

adidasfootball…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0p-82KYn4gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0p-82KYn4gE
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Adidas is also rolling out non-superstar 
strands of the campaign across social media, 
such as.

Comment > The campaign marks a tactical 
change towards what Adidas describes as a push 
towards more aggressive, relentless storytelling.

The Adidas ‘Haters’ campaign is certainly 
bold and brave, not least as its ‘offense is the best 
form of defence’ approach is bound to alienate 
some and perhaps even offend a few.

Nevertheless, it has certainly generated a 
great deal of engagement (even if many of those 
engagements are combative.

Of course, there will never be an end-point.
Trolls may fade from fashion, but they will 

never disappear.
But the campaign is also raising the brands 

social presence back towards its record-high 
World Cup levels.

Indeed, there is something of a trend devel-
oping for sports brands to highlight athlete angst 
and protect them from public criticism.

Think back to last year’s powerful Beats By 
Dre ‘Hear What You Want’ campaign featuring 
star sportsmen drowning out rival fan pre-game 
criticism with the help of sound-cancelling head-
phones, including spots fronted by Colin Kaeper-
nick, Kevin Garnett and Cesc Fabregas.

Yet is there a sense of hypocrisy in the cam-
paign emanating from a brand that was at the 
forefront of elevating its ambassadors onto pub-
lic pedestals in the first place?

If we are now entering an age of a more self-
conscious athletes, sports stars who are as hu-
man (and as neurotic) as the rest of the popula-
tion, should the battle really be fought on their 
behalf by the very same brands who first ran the 
totemic, iconic ad campaigns that tried to place 
these celebrities onto a higher plane and position 
them as having some form of god-like status?

Plus, one wonders whether there is a pre-
sumed (somewhat odd) underlying message that 
if you want people to envy and hate you, then 
wear Adidas. <

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ttsx5squWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ttsx5squWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yUj0Ta44DI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84niw5mYoXk
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TAKEAWAYS

01  > You Will Be Trolled – Accept It As It Is Inevitable

Prepare for an avalanche of negative web comments , company cyber criticism and serious trolling.

Plan for specific cyber assaults on your campaign: viruses and attack bots may be headed your way.

02  >  ‘Bots’ Can Backfire

This is a human issue, so real people should be at the core of the solutions (and thus the campaign).

Responsive algorithms and reply bot might save money and extend reach, but aren’t you missing the point?

03  >  An Active Stand Means Being ‘Tough’ & ‘Brave’, But Also Consider ‘Simple Facts’ & Being ‘Gentle’

Generally be kind and use humour tactfully – this can be an effective combination to disarm the trolls.

Countering fiction head on with facts – disprove rumours, fictions and inaccuracies with the truth.

04  > Don’t Got It Alone - Ally With 3rd Party Partners For Deeper Expertise & Credible Action

Work with relevant NGOa to build understanding, provide tangible support (and bolster credibility).

Link with relevant tech platforms: they understand the user base and the platform technology best.

05  > Avoid Becoming A Corporate Troll

Brands can become offenders: there’s a fine line between factual/fun responses and being offensive.

Be cautious and err on the side of ‘nice and polite’ not ‘nasty and humiliating’ – don’t feed the trolls.
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For more information about Activative

please contact Jeremy Edwards at: 
 

>  jeremy.edwards@activative.co.uk,  

>  T  +44 (0)20 8144 5345 

>  M  +44 (0)78 1841 6572 

>  www.activative.co.uk

About Us > The activation of sponsorship rights and partnership 
marketing is more creatively and strategically complex than ever 
– but the potential rewards are greater too.

Activative provides unique intelligence and insights that keep 
our clients - rights owners, brands, agencies and professional ser-
vices - at the forefront of this evolving landscape.

The old sponsorship model, based on one directional brand-
biased claims, vanilla hospitality, logo badging, eyeball metrics, 
cost per thousand, reach and frequency, is being replaced by one 
based on authenticity, customisation, dialogue, interactivity and 
permissive engagement. 

Sponsorship is flourishing in this new environment as brands 
seek symbiotic passionate platforms around which to build con-
sumer conversations.

Activative explores this landscape’s emerging strategies, tac-
tics and trends, champions original thinking and innovation and 
showcases future facing media and new technologies across the 
sponsorship community - from sports, music, arts and culture, to 
education, ecology and cause.

Our role is to explore, filter, analyse and advise - we stimulate 
marketers across the entire space: from traditional sponsorships 
and to brand tie-ins, to strategic collaborations and commercial 
partnerships.

A key aspect of the value in our work lies in linking standout 
sponsorship activation to contemporary socio-cultural, economic 
and technology trends and in making connections, finding fresh 
and daring ideas and identifying breakthrough thinking.

We work with some of the world’s most forward thinking 
brands from right across the partnership space - including prop-
erty owners, brands, agencies, media businesses and  other spon-
sorship professional services companies.

Activative is independent and objective. We are not a mouth-
piece for the profession and we have no ties or bias to any agency, 
rights owner or brand.

Our independent research and objective analysis combine to 
form directional insights and actionable recommendations. 

Our subscribers receive trends’ insights, creative stimulus, 
idea generation, competitor/sector/property analysis and strate-
gic planning intelligence.

Activative’s subscription service is based on 3 core pillars:
 > Source: world’s no.1 sponsorship activation case study resource
 > Insight: monthly analytical trend/property briefing service
 > Platform: live curated activation online magazine 
In addition, for those with a specific challenge or in need of a 

deeper dive, Activative’s research and consulting division offers a 
range of bespoke services.

From property activation reviews and brand/industry reports, 
to stimulus showcases, strategy/trend presentations, briefings 
and workshops, plus responding to specific client project briefs 
,our bespoke services are priced according to brief and budget. < 

Subscribe To Activative > To subscribe to Activative’s tripartite - 
Source, Insight & Platform - subscription service simply fill out the form 
below:

> Name: .......................................................................................................................

> Position: ...................................................................................................................
 
> Company: ...............................................................................................................
 
> Email: ........................................................................................................................

> Tel: ..............................................................................................................................

> Adress: .....................................................................................................................
 
> Tier One: 1-25 users = £2,000.00
 
> Tier Two: 26-50 users = £2,750.00

> Tier Two: 26-50 users = £3,250.00

(Tick one box)

* Subscriptions run on an annual basis (12 months).

* Subscriptions are tiered according to the size of the client team. 

Then simply sign below
 
> Signature: ...............................................................................................................

and then scan and return this page by email or by post to:

jeremy.edwards@activative.co.uk

or

Activative Ltd
New Hibernia House
Winchester Walk
London
SE1 9AG

Then Activative will be in touch to activate your service.
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